Ethical and Political Thinking
Author: E. F. Carritt  
Publisher: Oxford University  
Edition:  
Book Size: 200mm x 130mm  Pages: 0  Volumes: 1  
Condition: Fair  
Jacket Condition: No Jacket  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Brown with gilt lettering on spine. hinge loose.  
£ 3.00  
Book Ref: PHI-000002

Present-Day Ethics
Author: Rudolf Fucken  
Publisher: Williams And Norgate  
Edition:  
Book Size: 190mm x 130mm  Pages: 0  Volumes: 1  
Condition: Fair  
Jacket Condition: No Jacket  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Blue with gilt lettering on spine and front cover, ex-lib. Bumping on spine. Hinge and first page loose.  
£ 23.00  
Book Ref: PHI-000003

World in the Making
Author: Herman Keyserling  
Publisher: Jonathan Cape  
Edition:  
Book Size: 210mm x 140mm  Pages: 288  Volumes: 1  
Condition: Fair  
Jacket Condition: No Jacket  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Dark brown with gilt lettering on spine. Bumping on spine and to end pages.  
£ 4.00  
Book Ref: PHI-000005

Problems of Personal Life
Author: Herman Keyserling  
Publisher: Jonathan Cape  
Edition:  
Book Size: 210mm x 140mm  Pages: 236  Volumes: 1  
Condition: Fair  
Jacket Condition: No Jacket  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Dark brown cloth with gilt lettering on spine, ex-lib. Tear to top and bottom of spine.  
£ 8.00  
Book Ref: PHI-000006

Introduction to Keyserling
Author: Keyserling  
Publisher: Jonathan Cape  
Edition:  
Book Size: 210mm x 140mm  Pages: 287  Volumes: 1  
Condition: Fair  
Jacket Condition: No Jacket  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Dark brown cloth. An account of the man and his work, ex-lib. Lettering faded on spine, marked on front and back of covers.  
£ 25.00  
Book Ref: PHI-000008

Kantian Studies
Author: A. H. Smith  
Publisher: Oxford University  
Edition:  
Book Size: 230mm x 150mm  Pages: 193  Volumes: 1  
Condition: Good  
Jacket Condition: No Jacket  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Dark brown cloth with gilt lettering on spine, ex-lib.  
£ 5.00  
Book Ref: PHI-000009
Churches and Modern Thought
Author: Vivian Phelips
Publisher: Watts & Co
Edition: 1st Edition
Book Size: 170mm x 110mm
Pages: 306
Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: An inquiry into the grounds of unbelief and an appeal for candour, ex-lib. Slight bumping to bottom of spine.
£ 3.00

Remarkable Providences
Author: Increase Mather
Publisher: Reeves And Turner
Edition:
Book Size: 180mm x 120mm
Pages: 262
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red hardback with gilt lettering on spine ex lib Bumping to pages Browning to pages
£ 6.00

Philosophy of common sense
Author: Frederic Harrison
Publisher: Macmillan
Edition:
Book Size: 210mm x 140mm
Pages: 431
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red with gilt lettering to spine. Spine Worn. Bumping to pages.
£ 5.00

T. E. Hulme
Author: Michael Roberts
Publisher: Faber & Faber
Edition:
Book Size: 210mm x 140mm
Pages: 310
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green cloth with gilt lettering on spine, ex-lib. Slight bumping to bottom of spine.
£ 18.00

Proving of Psyche
Author: Hugh I Anson Fausset
Publisher: Jonathan Cape
Edition:
Book Size: 210mm x 150mm
Pages: 0
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Cream cloth with lettering on spine, ex-lib. Book covers stained. Bumping on pages.
£ 5.00

Critical Philosophy of Kant
Author: Edward Caird
Publisher: James Maclehose & Sons
Edition:
Book Size: 230mm x 150mm
Pages: 654
Volumes: 2
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
£ 28.00

King of the mind
Author: Albert Mansbridge
Publisher: Meridian
Edition:
Book Size: 190mm x 130mm
Pages: 0
Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Dark Green Hardback. Ex-lib.
£ 6.00
On Compromise
Author: John Morley
Publisher: Macmillan
Edition: 190mm x 130mm
Pages: 284
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Maroon with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib.
£ 3.00

Arbiter in Council
Author: Robert Maclehose
Publisher: Macmillan
Edition: 230mm x 150mm
Pages: 0
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Bumping to pages. Marks on pages.
£ 22.00

Ethics of Power
Author: Philip Leon
Publisher: George Allen Unwin
Edition: 230mm x 150mm
Pages: 315
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue cloth with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Foxing to pages.
£ 9.00

Studies in the History of Natural Theology
Author: Clement C. J. Webb
Publisher: Oxford University
Edition: 230mm x 150mm
Pages: 363
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
£ 9.00

Oxford History Readers
Author: Mrs Laurence Binyon
Publisher: Oxford University
Edition: 190mm x 130mm
Pages: 144
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue Hardback Spine faded on edges. Browning to pages.
£ 13.00

Cobbets Advice to Young Men
Author: William Cobbett
Publisher: George Routledge & Sons
Edition: 190mm x 130mm
Pages: 286
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue, with an introduction by Henry Morley. Ex-lib.
£ 4.50

Philosophical Bases of Theism
Author: G. Dawes Hicks
Publisher: George Allen Unwin
Edition: 230mm x 140mm
Pages: 272
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Hardback with gilt lettering on front cover and spine. Ex-lib.
£ 8.00
Face of Britain
Author: L. Dudley Stamp
Publisher: Longman & Green
Edition: Book Size: 220mm x 140mm
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Soft Cover
Description: Fifteen pages of Photographs and four Maps.
£ 4.00

Sexual Freedom
Author: Rene Guyon
Publisher: John Lane
Edition: Book Size: 220mm x 140mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Slight Bumping on edge of spine.
£ 4.50

Berkeleys Immaterialism
Author: A. A. Luce M. C. D. D. Litt.D
Publisher: Thomas Nelson And Sons
Edition: Book Size: 190mm x 130mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
£ 4.00

Drink Problem of Today
Author: T. N. Kelynack
Publisher: Methue & Co.
Edition: Book Size: 230mm x 150mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Bumping to pages.
£ 11.00

Unseen Assassins
Author: Norman Angell
Publisher: Hamish Hamilton
Edition: Book Size: 210mm x 140mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Bumping to edges of spine.
£ 3.00

Kants Critical Philosophy
Author: John P. Mahaffy, D.D
Publisher: Macmillan & Co.
Edition: Book Size: 190mm x 130mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Hardback with gilt lettering on spine. Bumping to edges of spine and pages.
£ 30.00

Parent and Child
Author: Sir Oliver Lodge
Publisher: Funk & Wagnalls
Edition: Book Size: 189mm x 120mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: A Treatise on the Moral and Religious Education of Children. Slight Bumping to edges of spine.
£ 20.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Book Size</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Volumes</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Jacket Condition</th>
<th>Binding</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stranger in the House</td>
<td>Howard Cox</td>
<td>Chatto Windus</td>
<td></td>
<td>220mm x 150mm</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Red Hardback A Life of Caroline Brunswick. Ex-lib. Bumping to end pages. Marks on front cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters on Toleration</td>
<td>John Locke</td>
<td>Alexander Murray</td>
<td>5th or later Edition</td>
<td>200mm x 130mm</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Hardback with gilt lettering on spine, ex-lib. Bumping to edges of spine and pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Prelude</td>
<td>Hugh I, Anson Fausset</td>
<td>Jonathon Cape</td>
<td></td>
<td>200mm x 140mm</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Brown cloth with gilt lettering, ex-lib. Bumping to end pages. Title faded on front cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origins and History of Religions</td>
<td>John Murphy</td>
<td>Manchester University</td>
<td></td>
<td>220mm x 150mm</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Blue with gilt lettering on spine, ex-lib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspects of Theism</td>
<td>William Knight</td>
<td>Macmillan</td>
<td></td>
<td>230mm x 150mm</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Hardback with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Bumping to pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diary of my Times</td>
<td>Georges Bernanos</td>
<td>Borriswood</td>
<td></td>
<td>220mm x 140mm</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Green with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Slight Bumping to edges of Spine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

£ 3.00 Book Ref: PHI-000039

£ 50.00 Book Ref: PHI-000040

£ 3.00 Book Ref: PHI-000041

£ 7.50 Book Ref: PHI-000043

£ 25.00 Book Ref: PHI-000045

£ 8.00 Book Ref: PHI-000048

£ 60.00 Book Ref: PHI-000049
Data of Ethics
Author: Herbert Spencer
Publisher: Hurst & Company
Edition: Book Size: 200mm x 130mm Pages: 334 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Hardback with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Bumping to Edges of spine.
£ 6.00 Book Ref: PHI-000050

Philosophy for our Times
Author: C. E. M. Joad
Publisher: Thomas Nelson And Sons
Edition: Book Size: 180mm x 120mm Pages: 367 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib.
£ 2.00 Book Ref: PHI-000051

Early Christian Attitude to War
Author: C. John Cadoux
Publisher: George Allen Unwin
Edition: Book Size: 190mm x 130mm Pages: 272 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
£ 7.00 Book Ref: PHI-000052

War & Peace
Author: William Brown
Publisher: Adam &Charles Black
Edition: Book Size: 200mm x 130mm Pages: 93 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown with gilt lettering on spine. Slight Bumping to end pages.
£ 3.00 Book Ref: PHI-000053

Philosophical Works
Author: John Locke
Publisher: Henry G Bohn
Edition: Book Size: 180mm x 120mm Pages: 527 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Hardback with gilt lettering on spine. With a preliminary essay and notes, ex-lib. First few pages stained.
£ 15.00 Book Ref: PHI-000054

Kants Theory of Knowledge
Author: H. A. Pritchard
Publisher: Oxford University
Edition: Book Size: 220mm x 150mm Pages: 223 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Faded on spine, bumping to edges of spine.
£ 30.00 Book Ref: PHI-000056

Text-Book to Kant
Author: James Hutchinson
Publisher: Oliver And Boyd
Edition: Book Size: 240mm x 150mm Pages: 540 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Hardback with gilt lettering on spine. Ex-lib. Spine torn and parts missing.
£ 45.00 Book Ref: PHI-000058
Paladin of Philanthropy
Author: Austin Dobson
Publisher: Oxford University
Edition: Book Size: 150mm x 100mm Pages: 361 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green. Bumping to edges of spine. Title Faded on spine.
£ 4.50

Short History of Morals
Author: J. M. Robertson
Publisher: Watts & Co
Edition: Book Size: 230mm x 150mm Pages: 460 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Bumping to pages.
£ 10.00

Immanuel Kant
Author: Houston Stewart
Publisher: Bodely Head
Edition: Book Size: 230mm x 150mm Pages: 517 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue with gilt lettering on front cover and spine. With an excursus on the essence of life vol 2, ex-lib. Bumping to end pages and top and bottom of spine.
£ 40.00

Towards Peace
Author: Basil De Selincourt
Publisher: Oxford University
Edition: 1st Edition Book Size: 200mm x 135mm Pages: 117 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue with gilt lettering on front cover and spine. Essays Critical or Constructive, ex-lib. Slight bumping on spine, browning to pages.
£ 10.00

Philosophy of William James
Author: Howard V. Knox
Publisher: Constable And Company
Edition: Book Size: 175mm x 125mm Pages: 112 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red with gilt lettering on spine. Philosophies Ancient and Modern, ex-lib. Slight tear on spine. Bumping to top and bottom of spine.
£ 7.00

Art of Life
Author: Herman Keyserling
Publisher: Selwyn & Blount
Edition: 2nd Edition Book Size: 220mm x 145mm Pages: 285 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Hardback with black lettering. Slight bumping on spine, browning to pages.
£ 23.00

Peace with Honour
Author: A. A. Milne
Publisher: Methue & Co.
Edition: Book Size: 190mm x 130mm Pages: 214 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown with black lettering on front cover and spine. An enquiry into the war convention, ex-lib. Spine torn on one side, browning to pages.
£ 3.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Book Size</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Volumes</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Jacket Condition</th>
<th>Binding</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Book Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Necessity of Pacifism</td>
<td>John Murry</td>
<td>Jonathan Cape</td>
<td></td>
<td>190mm x 30mm</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Blue with gilt lettering on spine, ex-lib.</td>
<td>£ 3.00</td>
<td>PHI-000066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactions between Dogma and</td>
<td>Phillip H. Wicksteed</td>
<td>Constable And Company</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>220mm x 140mm</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Red with black lettering on spine. Lectures delivered in London and Oxford.</td>
<td>£ 22.00</td>
<td>PHI-000067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>William Wallace, M.A.</td>
<td>Oxford University</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>200mm x 130mm</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Navy with gilt lettering on spine. Prolegomena to the study of Hegels Philosophy</td>
<td>£ 15.00</td>
<td>PHI-000068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic of Hegel</td>
<td>William Wallace, M.A.</td>
<td>Oxford University</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>200mm x 135mm</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Gilt lettering on spine. Translated from the Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences, ex-lib. Binding is sound.</td>
<td>£ 20.00</td>
<td>PHI-000069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltaire</td>
<td>Andre Maurois</td>
<td>Daily Express</td>
<td></td>
<td>185 x 125mm</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Brown with gilt lettering on spine. This Edition includes the introductory life of Voltaire by Condorcet and useful notes on the separate works, ex-lib. with usual stamps and markings. Very slightly scuffed to bottom and top of spine. Pencil annotation on fep. Otherwise a clean and tidy copy.</td>
<td>£ 2.00</td>
<td>PHI-000071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Diary of a Philosopher</td>
<td>Count Hermann Keyserling</td>
<td>Jonathan Cape</td>
<td></td>
<td>220 x 160mm</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>No Jacket</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>Gilt lettering on spine. In the year 1911 he started on his journey round the world the outcome of which is the travel diary of a philosopher, ex-lib. with usual stamps and markings. Spine detached where it joins the front board. Wear to top and bottom of spine. Previous owners name to first page and pen markings. Pencil annotations in book.</td>
<td>£ 4.50</td>
<td>PHI-000072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rebuilding Family life
Author: Lord Horder
Publisher: Odhams Press
Edition: Book Size: 215 x 140mm  Pages: 136  Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Tan colour cloth hardback. Rebuilding Family life in the post war world. Ex-lib. with the usual stamps and markings. Cover faded with stain on back cover. Book has been rebound. Discolouration to pages. Still a very acceptable copy.
£ 10.00  Book Ref: PHI-000073

Recent Philosophy
Author: John Laird
Publisher: Oxford University
Edition: Book Size: 165 x 100mm  Pages: 255  Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red cloth Hardback. The Home University Library of Modern Knowledge. Ex-lib with the usual stamps and markings. Acceptable with noticeable wear to covers. Book has been rebound. Pencil markings on fep. Pages are clean and tight with no major defects.
£ 2.00  Book Ref: PHI-000075

Heroes of the Nation. Cicero and the fall of the Roman Republic.
Author: J. L. Strachan Davidson
Publisher: Putnam
Edition: Book Size: 185 x 125mm  Pages: 446  Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Hardback with gilt lettering on front cover and spine. The purpose of this volume is to tell the story of Cicero’s life and to set forth from his writings a presentation of the concluding age of the roman republic. Ex-lib with the usual markings. Worn at top and bottom of spine. Edge wear to covers. Book has been rebound. Browning to pages.
£ 7.50  Book Ref: PHI-000076

Plato Parmenides Theaitetos Sophist Statesman
Author: John Warrington
Publisher: J. M. Dent
Edition: Book Size: 190 x 115mm  Pages: 294  Volumes: 1
Condition: Very Good  Jacket Condition: Fair  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue Hardback with gilt lettering on spine. The Four Dialogues included in this volume are Parmenides, Theaitetos, The Sophist and the Statesman. Ex-lib with minimal markings. General wear to dust jacket. Pen markings on inside front cover. Otherwise a very good copy.
£ 12.00  Book Ref: PHI-000077

Plutarchs Lives
Author: Bernadotte Perrin
Publisher: William Heinemann
Edition: Book Size: 165 x 105mm  Pages: 631  Volumes: 1
Condition: Very Good  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green cloth Hardback with gilt lettering on spine. The Reading which follows the coln in the critical notes is that of Teubner Sintenis, ex-lib with minimal markings. Slight bumping to top and bottom of spine. Otherwise a very good copy.
£ 14.00  Book Ref: PHI-000078

Voltaire
Author: Colonel Hamley
Publisher: William Blackwood
Edition: Book Size: 175 x 105mm  Pages: 204  Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green Hardback. In his own time the idea of Voltaire which had possession of the English mind was formed chiefly from the attacks that he directed against Religion. Ex-lib with the usual stamps and markings. Bumping to top and bottom of spine. Edge wear to corners of boards.
£ 8.00  Book Ref: PHI-000079
Phaedrus Lysis and Protagoras of Plato
Author: J. Wright
Publisher: Macmillan
Edition: Book Size: 155 x 100mm Pages: 272 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue Hardback with gilt decoration on front cover. A New and Literal Translation Mainly from the text of Berker. ex school lib with usual markings. Spine and boards worn due to age. Lettering on spine faded. Rough cut to end pages. Edge wear to covers.
£ 3.00 Book Ref: PHI-000080

Republic of Plato
Author: Ernest Rhys
Publisher: Plato
Edition: Book Size: 170 x 110mm Pages: 325 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green cloth hardback with gilt lettering on spine. ex school lib with usual markings. Spine is Damaged. Stamped name on fep. Pages are clean and tidy.
£ 2.00 Book Ref: PHI-000081

Preface to Morals
Author: Walter Lippmann
Publisher: George Allen Unwin
Edition: 1st Edition Book Size: 220 x 140mm Pages: 347 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. Among those who no longer believe in the Religion of their Fathers, some are proudly defiant and many are in different, but there are also a few, who feel there is a vacancy in their lives. ex lib Covers are Faded. Edge wear to corners of book. Pencil markings from lib to fep.
£ 2.00 Book Ref: PHI-000083

Idea of Immortality
Author: Pringle Pattison
Publisher: Oxford University
Edition: Book Size: 220 x 140mm Pages: 210 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue cloth Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. The Gifford Lectures Delivered in the University of Edinburgh in the year 1922. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Covers are scuffed. Edgewear to Boards and corners of Book. Pencil markings from lib to fep.
£ 4.00 Book Ref: PHI-000084

Hamilton
Author: John Veitch Ltd.
Publisher: William Blackwood
Edition: Book Size: 170 x 100mm Pages: 268 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown Hardback. William Hamilton, was born in a House attached to the College of Glasgow, the old Quaint dignified buildings reminding one of the style and the Grace of Holyrod, ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Bumping to top and bottom of Spine. Pencil Markings from Lib to fep. Acceptable with Noticeable wear to covers.
£ 9.00 Book Ref: PHI-000085

Selected Papers on Philosophy
Author: William James Audsley
Publisher: J. M. Dent
Edition: Book Size: 175 x 110mm Pages: 273 Volumes: 1
Condition: Poor Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue Hardback. ex lib with the usual stamps and Markings. Book is in Poor Condition. Spine is Badly Damaged. Covers are worn and Faded. Discolouration to Pages. Pencil Markings from lib to fep.
£ 12.00 Book Ref: PHI-000086
Modern Sunday School
Author: Geo Hamilton Archibald
Publisher: Pilgrim Press
Edition: Book Size: 210 x 145mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Hardback, with Gilt Lettering on Spine. This Book deals with Psychology in so far as it may throw light upon the problems of Childhood and Adolescence and in Particular the Problems of the Religious Education of Youth. ex lib with usual Markings. Fading to Covers. Bumping to top and Bottom of Spine. Slight Foxing to fep. Pencil Markings from lib to fep. Pages are clean and Tidy.
£ 4.50
Book Ref: PHI-000087

Hegel
Author: Edward Caird Ltd.
Publisher: William Blackwood
Edition: Book Size: 170 x 110mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. George William Hegel was born at Stuttgart, the Capital of Wirremberg on the 27th August 1770. Philosophical Classics for English Readers. ex lib with the usual Stamps and Markings. Edge wear to top and Bottom of Spine and Corners of Book. Front Hinge is Loose where it joins the front Boards, Pencil Markings from lib to fep.
£ 5.00
Book Ref: PHI-000088

Immanuel Kant
Author: Houson Stewart Chamberlain
Publisher: John Lane
Edition: Book Size: 215 x 145mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Front Cover and Spine. A Study and a Comparison with an Introduction and Eight Portraits. ex lib with the usual Stamps and Markings. Edge Wear to Spine Covers are Slightly Dirty. Pencil Markings to fep. Discolouration to Pages. Rough cut to End Pages.
£ 20.00
Book Ref: PHI-000089

History of the Schoolmen
Author: E. Crewdson Thomas
Publisher: Williams Norgate Ltd
Edition: Book Size: 215 x 140mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. All Philosophy for the Last 150 years has been tinged with Scepticism Derived from Kent. ex lib with the usual Stamps and Markings Bumping to top and Bottom of Spine. Book has been Rebound. pencil Markings from lib to fep. End Pages are Slightly Dirty.
£ 18.00
Book Ref: PHI-000091

Locke Berkeley Hume
Author: C. R. Morris
Publisher: Oxford University
Edition: Book Size: 180 x 120mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. John Locke was born on 29th August 1632 at Wrington in Somerset. ex lib with the usual Stamps and Markings. Pen and Pencil Markings throughout Book. One Page is Detached in middle of Book.
£ 2.00
Book Ref: PHI-000092

Philosophy of the Atonement & other Sermons
Author: Rev Wade Robinson
Publisher: J. M Dent
Edition: Book Size: 170 x 110mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Navy Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. Philosophy of the Atonement. ex lib with the usual Stamps and Markings. Boards are Slightly Scuffed. Pencil Markings from lib to fep.
£ 5.00
Book Ref: PHI-000093
More Essays of Love and Virtue
Author: Havelock Ellis
Publisher: Constable And Company
Edition: Book Size: 185 x 120mm Pages: 218 Volumes: 1
Condition: Good Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue cloth Hardback. A few years ago it was fashion to discuss the modern girl and her imperfections. It begins to be seen that our views of the present are falsified by our imaginative ideas of the past. Ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Pencil markings from lib to fep. Book is in Good Condition.
£ 2.00 Book Ref: PHI-000094

Trade Morals.
Author: Edward D. Page
Publisher: New Haven Yale University Press
Edition: Book Size: 210 x 140mm Pages: 287 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green cloth Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. This Book is the outgrowth of a course of Lectures delivered to the Graduating class at Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University in the spring of 1911. Ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Boards are scuffed. Edge wear to covers spine and corners of book. Pencil markings throughout book.
£ 10.00 Book Ref: PHI-000095

Lectures on the Republic of Plato
Author: Richard Lewis Nettleship.
Publisher: Macmillan
Edition: Book Size: 190 x 130mm Pages: 364 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. The Republic though it has something of the nature both of poetry and of preaching, is primarily a book of Philosophy. Ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Foxing to fep. Pencil markings from lib to fep. First few pages have been cut.
£ 1.60 Book Ref: PHI-000097

Golden Book
Author: Marcus Aurelius
Publisher: J. M Dent
Edition: Book Size: 175 x 110mm Pages: 181 Volumes: 1
Condition: Very Good Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. Marcus Aurelius Antoninus was born on April 26th a.d. 121. His real name was M. Annius Versus and he was sprung of a noble family which claimed descent from Numa second King of Rome. Ex lib Book has been rebound. Pencil markings from lib to fep. Book is in very good condition.
£ 3.00 Book Ref: PHI-000099

Philosophy of Plato
Author: G. C. Field
Publisher: Oxford University
Edition: Book Size: 165 x 105mm Pages: 219 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. Plato was born in or about 427b.c. the youngest son of an Ancient and wealthy Athenian family. We know little of his early life. Ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Boards are marked. Pencil markings to fep. Book has been rebound. Discolouration to pages.
£ 1.00 Book Ref: PHI-000100

Lucretius on the Nature of things
Author: H. A. J. Munro
Publisher: George Routledge & Sons
Edition: Book Size: 150 x 95mm Pages: 259 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green Hardback with Gilt Decoration and Gilt Lettering on Spine. Ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Covers are marked. Pencil markings from lib to fep. Pages are clean and tidy
£ 5.50 Book Ref: PHI-000101
Teaching of Epictetus
Author: T. W. Rolleston
Publisher: Walter Scot Ltd
Edition: 3rd Edition
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Quarter Gilt Decoration with Gilt Lettering on Spine. The Teaching of Epictetus, being the Encheiridion of Epictetus, with Selections from the Dissertations and Fragments. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Edge wear to Boards. Pencil Markings from lib to fep. Browning to Pages.

£ 3.00

Essay concerning Human Understanding
Author: John Locke Gent
Publisher: Griffin & Co
Edition:
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: An Analysis of Mr Lockes Doctrine of Ideas. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Boards and Spine are Scuffed Worn and Faded. Pencil markings to fep. Book is Scruffy.

£ 100.00

Castles in Spain
Author: John Galsworthy
Publisher: William Heinemann
Edition: Book Size: 180 x 120mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown Hardback with Gilt Decoration on front cover and Gilt Lettering on Spine. On the eighth day of July in the year 1401 the Dean and Chapter of Seville assembled in the court and Solemnly resolved Lets Build a Church. ex lib with usual markings. General wear to Covers. Foxing to Pages. Pencil markings from lib to fep.

£ 2.00

Personal Idealism and Mysticism
Author: William Ralph Inge
Publisher: Longman & Green
Edition: Book Size: 180 x 125mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Personal Idealism and Mysticism, The Paddock Lectures for 1906 delivered at the General Seminary New York. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Edge wear to corners of Book. Foxing to fep and end Pages. Pencil markings from lib to fep.

£ 5.00

Crowned Masterpieces of Eloquence
Author: Hon Augustine Birrell
Publisher: International University Society
Edition: Book Size: 230 x 155mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Saint Aelred or Ethelred was Abbot of the cisterccian monastery at Rievaulx Yorkshire in the twelfth century. General wear to Covers. Foxing to fep.

£ 6.00

Das Buch VomPersonlichen Leben
Author: Graf Hermans Keyserling
Publisher: Deutsche Verlags Anstalt
Edition: Book Size: 210 x 140mm
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green Hardback ex ib with usual stamps and markings. Fading to Boards on back cover and Spine. Pencil markings from lib to fep. Pages are clean and tight.

£ 9.00
Commentary on Kants, Critique of Judgment
Author: H. W. Cassirer
Publisher: Methue & Co.
Edition: Book Size: 215 x 140mm Pages: 412 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue cloth Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. The Critique of pure Reason. Appearances and things in themselves. ex lib with the usual Stamps and markings. Fading and Dirty to Boards. Edge wear to Spine. Hinge is loose where it joins the front Boards. Pencil markings from lib to fep.
£ 19.00 Book Ref: PHI-000108

More Light
Author: Anthony Borgia
Publisher: Psychic Book Club
Edition: Book Size: 165 x 105mm Pages: 141 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Hardback with Black Lettering on Spine. The Christian Religion has been codified into creeds and dogmas and doctrines whereby all men can find the true way of living upon earth. Boards are Dirty and Stained. Spine is loose where it joins front and back Boards.
£ 20.00 Book Ref: PHI-000109

Commentary on Hegels Logic
Author: John Mctaggart Ellis Mctaggart
Publisher: Cambridge
Edition: Book Size: 210 x 140mm Pages: 311 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. The detail of the Logic occupies a very small part of the numerous commentaries and criticisms on Helgels philosophy. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. General wear to Boards. Pencil markings from lib to fep. Book has been Rebound. Pages are Clean and Tight.
£ 30.00 Book Ref: PHI-000110

Man and his Universe
Author: John Langdon Davies
Publisher: Watts & Co
Edition: Book Size: 160 x 105mm Pages: 242 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown Hardback. In the beginning the Universe made man, and after-wards man began to remake the Universe. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Small tear to top of Spine. Pencil markings from lib to fep. Two pages detached from Book.
£ 1.00 Book Ref: PHI-000111

Osiris Complex Case Studies in Multiple Personality Disorder
Author: Colin A. Ross
Publisher: University Press
Edition: Book Size: 230 x 150mm Pages: 295 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fine Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Soft Cover
Description: Softback. Adult Patients with mpd can experience Voices in the head and ongoing blank spells or periods of missing time. The voices are the different personalities talking to each other. Book is in excellent Condition.
£ 10.00 Book Ref: PHI-000112

Absolutely Zero Loss
Author: Bill Copeland
Publisher: Zero Loss
Edition: Book Size: 230 x 150mm Pages: 323 Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Black Hardback. What you are about to encounter in the pages before you will forever alter your business outlook and your business life you will be afforded the opportunity of a lifetime. Boards have White Staining. End pages are Dirty. Inside Book is Clean and Tight.
£ 11.00 Book Ref: PHI-000113
Taine formation de sa Pensee
Author: Andre Chevrillon
Publisher: Les Petits-Fils De Plon
Edition: 0
Book Size: 205 x 140mm
Pages: 415
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Hardback with Gilt Lettering on front cover and Spine. ex-lib with the usual stamps and markings. Book has been Rebound. Pencil markings from lib to fep.
£ 50.00

Hume's Philosophy of Human Nature
Author: John Laird
Publisher: Methue & Co.
Edition: 1st Edition
Book Size: 215 x 145mm
Pages: 312
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. David Hume's was a great Philosopher and Generally considered for more than a century, a great Historian, was born in Edinburgh on the 26th of April 1711. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Foxing to fep. Pencil markings from lib to fep. Pages are Clean and Tight.
£ 18.50

Improvement of the Mind
Author: I. Watts
Publisher: Thomas Johnson
Edition: 0
Book Size: 120 x 80mm
Pages: 540
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown Hardback. with Gilt Lettering on Spine. The Improvement of the mind to which s added A Discourse on the Education of children and youth. Spine is almost Detached from Book. Edge wear to Spine and corners of Book. Pages are Discoloured.
£ 20.00

Fletcherism what it is or how I became young at sixty
Author: Horace Fletcher
Publisher: Ewart Seymour & Co
Edition: 0
Book Size: 195 x 135mm
Pages: 164
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green Hardback with Black Lettering on front cover and Spine. The intention of this volume is that it is a statement of the Gospel of Fletcherism. The Author tells of his Regeneration of how he rescued himself from the prospect of an early grave. Boards are Dirty and worn. Edge wear to Boards Spine and corners of Book. Foxing and Browning to pages.
£ 9.50

Kant
Author: William Wallace, M.A.
Publisher: William Blackwood
Edition: 0
Book Size: 170 x 110mm
Pages: 219
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. The Account of Kants Philosophy is found directly on his own works. Chapter viii gives Glimpses of his Scientific theories, ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Edge wear to Spine and corners of Book. Previous owner has taped Spine on inside front cover. Pencil markings from lib to fep.
£ 3.50

Roots of the Socialist Philosophy
Author: Frederick Engels
Publisher: Charles H. Kerr
Edition: 0
Book Size: 170 x 115mm
Pages: 133
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown Hardback with Black Lettering on front cover and Spine. The Extreme Left developed through the application of the dialectic, and applied the Philosophic Doctrine. Boards are Scuffed. Few Pages have Pencil markings.
£ 9.00
Works of Aristotle
Author: TBC
Publisher: London
Edition: Book Size: 160 x 100mm  Pages: 390  Volumes: 1
Condition: Poor  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Brown Hardback. His Complete Masterpiece, Displaying the Secrets of Nature in the Generation of man. To which is added, The Family Physician, being approver Remedies, for the several Disorders incident to the Human Body. Front and Back cover is Detached from Book. Covers are very Badly Worn and Scuffed. Pages are Very Dirty.
£ 210.00  Book Ref: PHI-000121

Introduction to Western Philosophy
Author: Antony Flew
Publisher: Thames & Hudson
Edition: Book Size: 230 x 155mm  Pages: 511  Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Soft Cover
Description: Softback with Blue and Black Lettering on Spine. This Book is an Introduction to Philosophy, which is explained more fully in chapter 1, Synthesizes two methods, that of the beginning with Readings from the Classics and that of textbooks. Pen and Pencil Markings to fep. Acceptable with Noticeable wear to Covers and Pages.
£ 2.00  Book Ref: PHI-000122

Help yourself to Better Sight
Author: Margaret Darst Corbett
Publisher: The Worlds Work
Edition: Book Size: 195 x 130mm  Pages: 226  Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair  Jacket Condition: Poor  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue Hardback with Red Lettering to Spine. Efficient seeing is a skill that must be developed just like any other skill. Here are simple step by step mental drills which will develop that skill. The Chapter on eye training for babies will be of interest. Dust Jacket is Badly Torn. Discolouration to Pages.
£ 6.00  Book Ref: PHI-000123

Future of Man
Author: Pierre Teilhard De Chardin
Publisher: Collins
Edition: Book Size: 210 x 140mm  Pages: 319  Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Cloth Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. It is the Fundamental Paradox of Nature as we see it now that its Universal plasticity seems suddenly to have hardened. fep and inside Covers are Dirty. Torn on last fep in Book.
£ 3.00  Book Ref: PHI-000124

Philosophies Ancient and Modern Herbert Spencer
Author: William Henry Hudson
Publisher: Archibald Constable & Co.
Edition: Book Size: 170 x 120mm  Pages: 88  Volumes: 1
Condition: Poor  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. Herbert Spencer was born at Derby on 27th April 1820. His Father's influence was the most important Factor in his early life. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings. Spine is Damaged with Middle part missing. Hinge is loose where it joins the front Boards. Slight Browning to pages. Pencil markings from lib to fep.
£ 20.00  Book Ref: PHI-000126

Downwave
Author: Robert Beckman
Publisher: Milestone Publications
Edition: Book Size: 240 x 155mm  Pages: 216  Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair  Jacket Condition: No Jacket  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Black Hardback with Gilt Lettering on spine. The Downwave Surviving the second great depression. We plan our lives as if the future is nothing more than a projection of the past into infinity. Fading on Back Boards. Book has been Rebound. Pages are Clean and Tight.
£ 1.00  Book Ref: PHI-000127
**Natural Theology**
Author: William Paley  
Publisher: Scott Webster And Geary  
Edition:  
Condition: Poor  
Jacket Condition: No Jacket  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Brown Hardback. Natural Theology or Evidences of the Existence and attributes of the deity collected from the appearances of nature. Boards are Scuffed and worn. Spine is badly Damaged and part missing. Pages are Dirty. First few pages are detached. Book is in poor Condition.  
£ 55.00  
Book Ref: PHI-000128

**From Ape to man**
Author: Herbert Wendt  
Publisher: Time Life Books  
Edition:  
Condition: Very Good  
Jacket Condition: Fair  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Black with Gilt Lettering on Spine. In this Book tells of a Country Parson who stumbled upon what proved to be the skeletal remains of a prehistoric man in the Neanderal a small valley near Dusseldorf in 1856. General wear to Dust Jacket.  
£ 4.50  
Book Ref: PHI-000129

**Honore de Balzac**
Author: Ferdinand Brunetiere  
Publisher: Nelson Calmann Levy  
Edition:  
Condition: Poor  
Jacket Condition: Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Boards are stained. Hinge is loose where it joins the front boards. ex lib with the usual stamps and markings.  
£ 5.00  
Book Ref: PHI-003636

**Proberbial Philosophy**
Author: Martin F. Tupper  
Publisher: Hatchard and co  
Edition:  
Condition: Fair  
Jacket Condition: Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Slight edge wear to corners of book. Hinge is loose where it joins the front boards.  
£ 4.30  
Book Ref: PHI-003668

**Textbook of Physiology and Biochemistry**
Author: George H. Bell  
Publisher: E & S Livingstone ltd  
Edition:  
Condition: Good  
Jacket Condition: Fair  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Dust Jacket has wear. In this book the terms Physiology and biochemistry are used in a relatively narrow sense. We shall deal mainly with human Physiology, supplementing it by descriptions of experiments on other mammals and by occasional but important references to the frog. Anyone actively engaged in the study of Physiological problems is soon made aware of distinct differences of function between different species and is reluctant to assume that what holds good for an animal applies without modification to man.  
£ 4.00  
Book Ref: PHI-003722

**Thus Spake Zarathustra**
Author: Friedrich W. Nietzsche  
Publisher: J.M.Dent & Sons ltd  
Edition:  
Condition: Fair  
Jacket Condition: No Jacket  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Boards are Stained and with slight edge wear. Zarathustras Introductory Discourse of the Superman and of the last man.  
£ 20.00  
Book Ref: PHI-003775
Lessons on living
Author: H. Rowland Wakefield
Publisher: Blackie & Sons Limited
Edition: Book Size: 175mm x 125mm Pages: 240 Volumes: 
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: Binding: Hardcover
Description: Boards are Stained. Lessons on living. A reading book in physiology and Hygiene. The book is illustrated with pictures belonging both to the narrative and the subject matter and concludes with a succinct synopsis of the scientific material of the lessons, and explanations of the more difficult words in the text.
£ 25.00 Book Ref: PHI-003776

Conduct of life and Society and Solitude
Author: Ralph Waldo Emerson
Publisher: Macmillan & Co Ltd
Edition: Book Size: 185mm x 125mm Pages: 520 Volumes: 
Condition: Poor Jacket Condition: Binding: Hardcover
Description: Boards are stained and discoloured and with edge wear. Foxing and pen inscription to fep. Rough cut end pages. This is vol 5. In our first steps to gain our wishes, we come upon immovable limitations. We are fired with the hope to reform men. £3.35 postage and packing.
£ 20.00 Book Ref: PHI-003777

Spiritualism and Theosophy
Author: Arthur W. Osborn
Publisher: Ruskin Press
Edition: Book Size: 185mm x 120mm Pages: 76 Volumes: 
Condition: Fair Jacket Condition: Binding: Hardcover
Description: Boards are faded. What is termed modern Spiritualism, however, is of comparatively recent development. It commenced in 1848 with the strange phenomena of rappings at the house of the foxes, in Hydesville, in the State of New York. Most of you will be familiar with the story of the rappings heard in this house, you will remember that wide publicity was given to these happenings, and hundreds were satisfied that the phenomena were genuine.
£ 70.00 Book Ref: PHI-003778

Ascent of man
Author: J. Bronowski
Publisher: Book Club
Edition: Book Size: 250 x 180mm Pages: 448 Volumes: 1
Condition: Good Jacket Condition: Binding: Hardcover
Description: Boards are faded. Otherwise book is in good condition. There has been a deep change in the temper of science in the last twenty years, the focus of attention has shifted from the physical to the life sciences. This is a heavy volume please ask for quote of shipping costs.
£ 1.50 Book Ref: PHI-003779

Elements of Criticism
Author: Henry Home Of Kames
Publisher: Bell & Bradfute Edinburgh
Edition: Book Size: 225 x 140mm Pages: 516 Volumes: 2
Condition: Poor Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green Boards with gilt edging are marked, scuffed and with edge wear. Volume one front board is detached from book and with pencil markings throughout book. Foxing to some pages. This is the ninth edition in two volumes. Volume one and volume two.
£ 120.00 Book Ref: PHI-003780

The Works of Aristotle
Author: 
Publisher: J. Smith London
Edition: Book Size: 120 x 90mm Pages: 474 Volumes: 1
Condition: Poor Jacket Condition: No Jacket Binding: Hardcover
Description: Boards are faded, tatty, worn and with edgewear. Spine is damaged. Hinge is loose where it joins the front and back boards. Staining and Browning to pages. The famous philosopher containing his complete masterpiece and family physician, his experienced midwife, his book of problems, and his remarks on physiognomy. Complete edition with engravings.
£ 15.00 Book Ref: PHI-003781
For further details of any of the books that you are interested in please contact Antiquarian Bookseller on 01752 670555 or e-mail info@antiquarian-bookseller.co.uk

All prices are plus postage and packaging (Based on the size / weight of your order and the method of delivery chosen). E&OE
Political ethics (sometimes called political morality or public ethics) is the practice of making moral judgments about political action, and the study of that practice. As a field of study, it is divided into two branches, each with distinctive problems and with different though overlapping literatures. One branch, the ethics of process (or the ethics of office), focuses on public officials and the methods they use. The other branch, the ethics of policy (or ethics and public policy) concentrates on judgments about policies and laws. Both draw on moral and political philosophy, democratic the Political ethics are a set of codes of behavior pertaining to political activities. Like other ethical systems, they balance the needs of situations with ethical questions. Ethics are a topic of study among academics, as well as legislators. Ā Café41-I also think that the media did the American people a disservice by not reporting more about Obama’s background. Most of the people that voted for Obama did not know about Obama’s questionable associations or voting record. Clearly if the media had done its job and reported the news, Obama would have never been President and we probably would have the economic situation that we currently have. Ethical And Political Thinking book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. Ā Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking â€œEthical And Political Thinkingâ€ as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Ethical And Political by Edgar Frederick Carritt. Other editions. Want to Read saving… Error rating book. Refresh and try again. Rate this book. Clear rating.